Vernant and Detienne's tracing of metis to the ruses of the sea, to the specific tactics of octopus and other fishes -known for their ingenious capacity for escape from situations of extreme danger (against all odds) -leads them to conclude that:
Relations of force are constantly upset by the intervention of metis…the defeat of the weak and frail is not a foregone conclusion (CIGC, p. 46) One of the salient properties of metis that Vernant and Detienne are passionate to convey is its radical resistance to being fixed or being made to be/do one thing. It is a movement rather than a position, and thus it can never be claimed for any cause or projected idea. It cannot be made to represent anything nor can it be identified with -since it is never itself but always already shifting and reversing. It can neither be claimed as a stable concept and it can have no affiliations -any such move to claim metis as a shoring up of a position, argument or identity betrays the very specificity of its logic.
Yet it is striking that on several occasions in Vernant and Detienne's book, they will explicitly declare that metis is inextricably bound up with power relations. They are consistent and persistent in placing metis as functioning on the side of the 'weaker', the 'frail' and the subordinate -operating to 'reverse the rules accepted in a trial of strength' with stratagem that are like 'spells to oppose brute force' (CIGC, p. 44):
That which makes possible a reversal of power such as which is characteristic of metiswhich enables the smaller and weaker to dominate the bigger and stronger (CIGC, p. 44).
Seemingly then, the interventions of metis are always in the service of the subordinate, subjected or oppressed, and the cunning of metis will forever disrupt and undo consolidations of power (create a 'blazing trail a way out (poros) (BA, p. 7)' from bondage and domination). In this way it is not -at first glance -hard to imagine how metis could be utilised in the service of a politics of liberation via the subversion of power structures. (CIGC, p. 28) . Metis may reverse power relations, reverse binaries, turn the hunter into hunted, turn rational certainty inside out -but by its nature it will never shore up, consolidate, develop or sustain. Its movement will only ever shift ground and will never take root. In this way, metis has a very particular relation to power and in turn to politicsa relation that brings paradox (which is an essential part of its nature) to any attempt to 'use' metis in the service of political project, revolution, strategy or goal, hence the challenge it brings to feminist praxis; our context here. In this way, I want to think further about this fundamental juxtaposition that is essential to the nature of metis: on the one hand, its movement that reverses or destabilises power relations in the service of the subordinate; and on the other hand, the not keeping what it wins. I suggest that such a model, despite being organised around paradox (and perhaps in part because of this) could be generative in developing further the tools and methods available to feminist philosophy and theory to get through/beyond the often 'aporetic' debates in feminist thought regarding notions of agency, subject position and identity -the latter of which have long been shown to be counterproductive for a viable post-structuralist feminist theory, politics and practice.
Metis, in its transformative action that undermines power relations and does not keep what it wins, cannot be used in the service of notions of possession, ownership, legitimacy and sovereignty. It is an action without origin -no single subject is its cause or reason -rather its movement emerges from the multiple and the heterogeneous. Metis transforms the constellation of power but crucially never comes from or acts from one place. In this way, metis produces an action or an intervention that does not depend upon a unitary subject or intent. Its transforming capacity is precisely in its multiplicity and simultaneous movement in divergent directions. Without this crucial characteristic of not The Metic tactic for de Certeau will reveal the limitations of systems of power and reveal their porous and pliable nature. For de Certeau, metis is a way of operating that has never ceased across centuries and species (from the depth of the ocean to the modern city) and helps him theorise and describe the permanent force of cunning that will always 'blaze a trail' (BA, p. 7) and twist, subvert and/or limit the sovereignty of the all powerful.
If metis is seen as improvised interventions on behalf of the otherwise powerless, it cannot be ignored as a source of creativity and intervention 21 . Metis as concept -as cunning intelligence -by its nature (as we have seen) works against any kind of intervention linked to aims for consolidating or grounding the feminine and/or maternal to any kind of identity, subject, ethics or law, whereas the myth and figure Metis is clearly far more open to be used in this way -hence the tradition of feminist bricolage discussed earlier.
Metis travels from
Metis in its conceptual form -as cunning intelligence -is neither an identity nor is it a theory of gradual incremental change or development. Metis is not connected to the rational subject 23 at all:
In gradual, incremental change and improvement there is no metis. In metis there is the shock of the unexpected and a possibility of unpredictable modifications. Metis is the practice of the radically new -it is pure becoming. 
